[t] The St. Paul Fracture Zone (FZ) in the equatorial Atlantic is interrupted by three intratransform ridge (ITR) spreading centers. A detailedmagnetic survey, corrected for the diurnal variations usil1g a mooredmagnetic station, six submersible dives, and three bottom-towed video camera tracks provide data on the 1l10st eastern ITR (0037'N, 25°27'W). Visual observations and submersible sampling displayed a high ultramafic/ volcanic ratio, supporting the assumption that the ITR is in a magmatically starved state. Volcanics were mainly found on the rift valley floor from 4700 to 4000 m and as a thin cap «160111) on the top of the eastern rift crest (2700 m). Most of the rift walls consist essentially of serpentinized peridotites and gabbros. The magnetic data show ri welldefined ridge centered anomaly. A generalized inversion method was appliecl to the field clata to calculate the crustal equivalent magnetization, assuming that the seafloor is broken clown into elementary cells of 1 x 1 x 0.5 km 3 which fit the topography. The average of absolute value of equivalent magnetization is 2.7 A m-J. The wiclth of the central normal polarity (Brunhes epoch) is wider (at least 34 km) than that indicated by the NUVEL-l kinematic model (24.5 km). This 40°';;; excess is believed to be significant and is thought to be the result of prolonged chemical remanent magnetization acquired during the serpentinization of peridotites. In a magmatically starved accretion segment, we suggest that peridotites could continue to acquire magnetization as long as tectonic activities facilitate the circulation of seawater in the upper mantle. 
Introduction
[2] Magnetic lineations in the oceans are the main evidence for seafloor spreading and plate tectonic models [TI/'ne and Màtthews, 1963] . The key idea of these authors was to associate the acquisition of the magnetization with the emplacement and cooling of oceanic crust. This theOl'y implicitly implies that both phenomena are almost simultaneous since magma tic cooling is fast. The success of the theOly shows that the simultaneity is certainly true for the extrusives (layer 2b). For example, on the southern Juan de Fuca Ridge [Tivey, 1994] , it was shown that the seismic 2a layer corresponds to the magnetic layer. For the dike complexes (layer 2a) this simultaneity is more cloubtfuI. On the Blanco Scarp, the extrusives are found to be 10 times more magnetized than the dike complex [Tivey, 1996] . 
EPM
The contribution of cleeper crustal layers to the magnetic anomalies has been debated for a long time [Opdyke and Hékinian, 1972 ; see also Harrison, 1987] . The efficient remanent magnetization of deeper layers could have been clelayed during their thermochemical histOlY. Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) results from holes 504B [Kinoshita et al., 1989; Pariso and Johnson, 1989; Pariso et al., 1995; Smith and Baneljee, 1986; Stokking et al., 1996; Hal! and Muzzatti, 1999] , 735B [Pariso and Johnson, 1993] , and 896A [Stokking et al., 1996] have been usecl to !end support to the concept of the contribution of deeper crustal source layers to surface anomalies.
[3] Concerning the serpentil1ized peridotites as a possible source to the surface anomalies, this is still a questionable topic. Some magnetic studies on samples extractecl from the ODP holes 670 and 920 both locatecl near the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (age < 1 Ma), show that the ll1agnetic properties of similarly serpentinized peridotites can vary significantly [Ol({l, 2000] . For instance, those from the site 920 cany a [Lawrence et al., [997] comparable 10 many oceanic basa[ts of the same agc [Johnson and Pariso, [993] , and those t'rom thc site 670 carry sorter magnetic properties (N RM ~ 4 A m -1 and much smallcr Q than that ofoceallic basalts) [Hamanu et al., 1990] . The peridotites of the ho [es 895D and 895E, close to the Hess Deep (equatorial [atitudc) formed at a typica[ fast spreading centcr, are serpentinized at 70% or more: They disp[ay a stable NRM of 3.2 and 1.2 A m-I (median values for dunites and harzburgites, respective[y) and a l11edian value of K' ratio ~ 2.4 [Kelso et al., [996] . Other studies of oceanic peridotites disp[ay simi [ar magnetic properties [e.g., Dunlop and Prevot, 1982] . As pointed out by the above authors, this means that l11any oceanic serpentinized peridotites l11ay be a potential contributor to the surface anomalies, but their magnelic properties are more variable than that of oceanic basa[ts probably as a consequence of their magnetization acquisition mechanism.
[4] In the St. Paul's magmatically starved ridge segment with small amounts of vo[canics, we will show that the peridotitic mantle is mainly responsible for the observed magnetic anomalies. The present work dea[s primarily with magnetic clata obtained from the surface ship Le Nadir during the St. Paul cruise (Janumy 1998) (Figures la, lb and 1 c, ancl Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d) ancl helped to confirm the ll1agll1atically starvecl state of the studied area (Figures 3a, 3b, and3c) . In acldition to the magnetic survey, seafloor geological observations carried out during submersible dives and deep-towed camera stations helped to confirm the ll1agmatically starvecl state of the stuclied area. At first glance, the magnetic anomaly ( Figure 1c ) displays a negative well-clefined elliptic shaped zone, symmetrically located over the axial valley ancl its neighboring structures. This simple observation means that magnetic surveys over short nOlih-south structures at equatorial latitucles are feasible and useful. Moreover, at these latitudes, the negative magnetic anomaly observed over the axis is indicative of a normal polarity magnetized block (see Appendix A) and represents the axial "Vine-Matthews-type" anomaly. The wiclth of the negative anomaly perpenclicular to the strike of axial valley, before the removal of the regional trend, is more than 46 km (Figure 1c and Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c at 47, 50, ancl 42 km, respectively) . After the regional trend correction which balances the positive and negative anonmlies, the width of the negative anomaly is still rv 39 km (39, 41, and 37 km on the lines A, B, C, respectively, on Figure  4a ). On the basis of the NUVEL-1 kinematic model [DeMets et al., 1990] and the age of the Brunhes-Matuyama transition, 780 ka [Cande and Kent, 1995] , the width expected for the Brunhes anomaly at this latitucle is 24.5 km. In fact, the weak inclination of the field and the shortncss of thc magnctic structures distort the usua[ shapcs of thc magnctic anomalies. Hencc wc have to determinatc the sealloor magnetization itse[f.
[5] ln order to exp[ain such an indicative discrcpancy betwecn measured width and cxpected width, a dctai[ed l11agnetic study taking into account the seafloor lopography, the short [ength of the axial accreting segment and the direction of the l11agnetic field is justificd. [n this paper, wc investigate the distribution of the crusta[ equiva[ent l11agnct-ization with a three-dimensiona [ (3-D) inversion of the magnetic data based on a generalized invcrsc method [Tamnlola and Valelle, [982; Menke, [984; Tamntola, 1987] (see Appendix A).
Geological Setting
[6] The two largest fracture zones (FZ) in the Atlantic, the Romanche and St. Paul FZs are both found close together near the equator (Figures 1 a and [b) . The St. Pau , offsets the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) by rv700 km. The satellite graviLy data [Sandwell and Smith, 1997] show a discontinuous lransform disrupted by three short segments (rv 1 0-20 km) ca lied intratransfonn ridges (lTR), whose length decreases From west to east [Rusby, 1993] . Sma[l ridge segments offset by a major transform fault have also been observecl along certain parts of the East Pacific Rise such as the Siquieros, Quebracla, Oofar, Wilkes, and Oan'ett fraclure zones [Fox and Gallo, 1984; Lonsdale, 1989] . However, in a slow spreading rate environ ment, such as Equatorial Atlantic, the St. Paul FZ case is unique. The nature of the St. Paul's ITRs is not clear. For example, do they represent pull-apart basins or en echelon relay zones? Concerning this question, Schilling et al. [1994, p. 
1206] wrote
The lack of weil developed north-south magnetic anomalies at the equator and the tectonic complexity prevent us Jj'om deciding whether these relay zones represent the loci of seanoor sjlreading sustained over long periods of time or whether the volcanis!l1 is ephemeral and reflects leaky transform faults .. or oscillatOly sjlreading ... During the St. Paul cruise, several clives by the submersible Nautile observed and sampled different structures of the St. Paul FZ [HékinÎan et al., 1998 . In the eastern ITR area (Figure 3 ), six clives (SP 1-6), three cleep-towed botto!11 camera profiles (SCl-3), and a detailed magnetic survey were carriecl out. This short (10-15 km in length) axial depression exhibits a general N-S orientation (340°). The axial depression cleepens and broadens north and south into two sedimented nodal basins more than 5000 and 4800 111 deep, respectively. Each basin is bounded by an E-W transform wall, ancl the axial valley is bounded 011 both sides by faultecl rifted walls that reach up to 2800 m. [Sandwell and Smith, 1997] showing the studiecl area (box). The generallocation is displayed in the inset [Smith and Sandwell, 1994] [7] A composite geological section of the east Hank of the axial valley, From 4500 111 to 2840 111, was constructed from dives and bottom video-camera observations (Figure 3 b) . The rift valley f100r displays fresh pillow lavas in the axial region exposed by N-S linear tissures, elsewhere, pelagic sediments «15 cm thick) cover the floor. The neovolcanic zone is localized toward the eastern side of the rift valley, near the onset of the bounding wall faults. Belween 4500 and 4200 m, several fresh talus piles, devoid of sediment, are located at the foot of stccp faults. Between 4500 and 3900 111, at least tlve breaks in the slope were observed, marked by troughs around 20-30 m deep followed by gentle and sedimented slopes. These structures suggest recent normal faulting. The tlrst outcrop of peridotites is found al 3970-4000 m, ane! thcy are associated with occasional basalts and diabase dikes. Al shallower e!eplh only, serpentinizee! perie!otites and gabbros were observed ane! recovered in situ at various sites along the slope (Figure 3b ). The transition between thc peridolites and an upper volcanic section is markee! by f['esh basait talus at ",-,2873 m depth. This volcanic section is located on n slope bounclecl by a small clepression close to the lop of the eastern wall al 2844 m clepth and oriented in a 340° direction. The east-northeast facing slope and the sedimented 11001' of this depression consist of massive perie!otite, while the opposite slope is made up of basait debris. The \-vest flank of the axial valley was not visitee! by submersible, but the e!eep-towee! videocamera survey failed to show any volcanics. Moreover, during the last PRIMAR cruise on the Academic Nico/aï Strakhov in April 2000 [P(yve et al., 2000; E. Bonatti et al., manuscript in preparation, 2002] , dredge S2227 was carried out on the shallowest structure of the west l1ank (0036.5'N, 25°34.0 I W) and serpentinized peridotites and some fragments of massive talc ofhydrothennal origin were recovered (D'Orazio et al., manuscript in preparation, 2002) .
[8] In conclusion, the seaf100r observations reveal an abune!ance of peridotites but only limited volcanics. The rift valley crust above 4000 m may be entirely bllilt of peridotites and gabbros except for a thin cover of a few tens of meters of basalts on the sllml11it of the east wall. In comparison with the St. PaullTR, the MAR to the north and south of the 15°20 FZ, seems to be in a less ll1agmatically starved state: The occurrence of basalts is more frequent, and ultramatlc rubble mask important areas where gabbros are freguently suspected but were observed only twice during a total of 23 dives [Cannat et al., 1997] .
Magnetic Data Processing
[9] Near the equator, the intensity of the magnetic tleld is low and the equatorial electrojet enhances diurnal variations [Roeser and Bargeloh, 1988; Forbes, 1981; Onwul71echili, 1967] . At such low latitudes, the identification of magnetic anomalies associated with long N-S structures is e!iftlcult because of the low anomaly amplitude. However, for short N-S struct1ll'es, 3-D 1110deling may yiele! useful information about the magnetic sources if the low amplill1de can be accurately mapped (sec Appendix A). Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of the magnetic survey, a Geometries G856AX magnetometer was llloored as a magnetic reference station at the center of the surveyed area, located on the east wall of the axial valley at ",-,2750 111, 200 m above the seaHoor (Figure 1 b) . The reference station recorded the total magne tic field intensity each minute.
[10] 'l'en magnetic profiles, each ",-,35 nauticalmiles long, were made perpendicular to the axis of the valley (70°-250° heae!ing). Several transverse profiles were also carried out in order to complete the survey and to check the discrepancies at the crossover points of lwo tracks [S/ UIKun, 1995] as an evaluation test for the quality of the sut·vey. After corrections for the tow cable length and diurnal variations [Riddihough, 1971] , the standard cleviation of the 42 crossover point discrepancies is cre! = 6.1 nT (before the removal of the diurnal variations the standard deviation was crd = 9.1 nT). Magnetic anomalies were then computed by removing the International Geomagnetic Geological sections across the east wall of the rift valley and the western inside corner respectively, constructed from dives and deep towed camera observations [Hékinian et al., 2000] . Note that the occurrence of sporadic and discontinuous volcanics which are mainly alternated with peridotites is confirmed on the west wall by the long SC4 section, Reference Field (IGRF 1995, ftp,ngdc,noaa,gov) , Then the magne tic anomalies were gridded to provide a digital terrain moclel on the same gricl as the bathymetly (Figure lc), In order to obtain a 1 km gricl, a bilinear interpolation was performecl, With such a fine grid, the effect of the bathymetry is better taken into account and the inversion instabilities, linked with the misfit between the true ancl the mocleled bathymetly, are reclucecl, On the other hand, the number of unknowns inCl'eases and the resollltion, perpenclicular to the magne tic lines, obviollsly remains a function of their distance l'rom the seafloor, Ali magnetic, gravit y, or other parameter surveys carried out along discrete lines show S0l11e anisotropic clata density. In the central part of the survey, several transverse lines reduce the anisotropy of data density and improve the resolution, A 2-D least squares adjusted planar trend has also been computed in order to remove any regional magne tic gradient and the refo~e balance positive and negative magnetic anomalies (FIgure 4a), [II] A generalized inversion method was applied to obtaill the seaHoor distribution of equivalent magnetization, [Tarantola and Valette, 1982; lvlenke, 1984; Tarantola, 1987] . This method is basecl on a tinear discrete inversion taking as unknowns the magnetization of parallelepiped shaped prisms (l x 1 x 0,5 km scale 1 and 84 columns). In order 10 solve this problem, il is necessary to add some a priori information, such as a distribution law for the data ri and the unknown values 11/ (see Appendix A). Finally, we obtain the distribution of the magnetization through the display of the malt'ix !VI ( Figure  4d ). ln order to check the results of the inversion, a recompllted field (eallec! "eomputec! data" on the Figure  4b ) at each observation point is caleulated from the equivaient l11agnetization intensities determinec! by the inversion and eOl11pared to the observed fielc! (called "measured data" on Figure 4a ). This residual difference is callec! the "deviation" (Figure 4c ). At l11idc!le latitl1des, inversions are generally performed with an assllmed covariance model Cov D (see Appendix A) derived from the crossover point discrepancies. In the St. Paul area, if we use the same choice for Cov D (here Gd = 6.1) as in previolls studies ], we ob tain mathematical instabilities, such as the juxtaposition of eeUs with oscillatory l11agnet-ization values. It is assumed that sllch instabilities at'e a consequence of the low inclination of the magnetie field, whieh increases the mutual effeet of a cell on its northern and southern neighbors. The first Gauss position produces a mutual effect twice as large as the second Gauss position as it is mainly the case at high latitl1de. Then, with Cov D acting as a damping parameter (see Appendix A), a higher value was looked for: after some trial and error, a value for COy D corresponding to Gd = 6.1 x 3 = 18.3 was chosen.
With this damping parameter the measured anomaly and the computed anomaly remain very close: The mean of the 1711 deviations is 0.34 nT, and the standard deviation is 7.14 nT, better than the input Gd = 18.3 (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c) . Also, the equivalent magnetization distribution appears ta be less oscillatory (Figures 4d). With the initial damping parameter Gd = 6.1, the previous parameters are better (mean of 0.05 nT and the standard deviation of 5.45 nT), but in that case the magnetization distribution is more oscillatory: We have to choose a trade-off between reso-[ution and continuity (see Appendix A). With the same horizontal gridding, different cell thieknesses were also 
Discussion
[15] The NUVEL-l model for the Afriean and South Ameriean plates (Table 1 ) [DeMets et al., 1990] indicates a total spreading rate of 31.47 I11m yr-I for the studied area, i.e., a total opening of 24.5 km cluring the Brunhes chron (780 ka). After the inversion of the data describecl above, the wiclth of the positive centralmagnetized area, measurecl perpenclicularly to the axial valley of the ITR is estimated to be rv37 km (38.5, 39.5, and 34 km on the sections A, B, C, respeetively, Figures 2d and 4d) . The accuraey of determination is estimated at 2 x 1 km corresponding to the size of the elementary cells at eaeh extremity. Assuming that this central anomaly corresponds to the normal Brunhes epoch, the total opening is at least 37-2 = 35 km and the opening rateis35 x 106 mm/0.78 x 106years=44.87mmyr-l.
This opening rate is more than 40% too high with respect to the NUVEL-I mode!. This means that, at least locally, an anomaly in the recording mechanism of the Earth magnetie field by the seanoor is likely to exist. Moreover, in previous stl1dies [Bideall et a/. , 1998; Sichler et al., 2001 ] near 33°50'N and 35°N on the MAR, we found, with the sarne approach, that the width of the positively magnetized central area fitted fairly weIl with the Brunhes anomaly given by the NUVEL-l mode!. Inversely, for the studied St. Paul's ITR, a large difference between the obsetved and pree!ieted spreading rates is notee!. Such a e!ifference is assumee! to be signifieant ane! needs explanation.
[16] Three kine!s of hypothesis are fonnulated: (1) An episoe!e of fast spreae!ing occurred in this area during the Brunhes epoch. (2) The magnetic record is not continuous and coule! be a consequence of the "oscillatOly spreading" or "repeated ridge jumping." (3) The lateral limits of the positive magnetizee! body are not isochrons (in fact, the contour of the positively magnetized eentml area is quite apart from a simple path more or less parallel to the centTal valley as an isochron should to be: southware! the area become more ane! more asymmetrieal in regard of the axial valley ane! evelywhere the contour displays a rather random course not e!irectly in relation with an isoehron, Figure 4e!).
1. If an episoe!e of fast spreading occurred in this area during the Brunhes epoch, the distance between the two following anomalies woule! also have recorded this episode. But the distance between the two (unfortunately not weIl e!efined) chron 2 anomalies (Olduvai event = 1.86 Ma) [Cande and Kent, 1995] is rv61 km (Figure 4d) , indicating a 32.8 m111 yr-I spreae!ing rate, which is fairly close to the rate given by the kinematic model (31.47 111111 yr-I ). So, in ore!er to match this difference, a rapie! succession of slow and fast spreading episodes during the last 1.86 Myr has to be envisaged. If the ambiguous anomaly 2 argument is not retained, a comparable proeess of slow and fast phases is to be assu111ed in ore!er to aceommodate the mean opening rate. Su ch a process of "elastic rebound" was invoked for the rapie! extension of the Asal rift (Afar) during the Ardoukoba volcano tectonic event in 1978 [Tarantola et al., 1979; Ruegg et al., 1984] and for the opening of the Atlantis II Deep in the Ree! Sea [Le QlIentrec and Sichler, 1991] . However, the first example concerns a continental rift ane! the second one is relatecl to the inilial phases of oceanic opening where the sleacly stale is not reachecl. Here, in a pure oceanic, "sleacly state" context, sueh a meehanism is ralher unlikely. ln the specilïc contexl of a short axial segment "jammecl" between two long transforms, however, anomalous behavior cannot be totally excluclecl (see hypothesis 2).
2. Curious features have been reported in the Atlantic equalorial region for 30 years, particularly by ltalian ancl Russian authors [Bollatti and Hon Il o l'ez , 1971; BOllatti and Crane, 1982; Bonatti et a/. , 1996; Kepezhinskas, 1990; Rohr, 1996; Udintsev et al., 1990] . They are rclated with relics of continental mantle or olcl continental rocks on the islels of St. Paul ancl in the Doldrums FZ, or with lower Cretaceous lil11estone in the Romanche FZ. Ali these rocks were found on mueh younger seanool'. ln order to explain these anomalies the concept of oscillatory spreading or repeated riclge jump was proposed by E. Bonatti and others [Bonalti and Hon Il orez, 1971; Bonatti and Crane, 1982; BOl/oUi et al., 1996; Rohr, 1996] . Within this framework, our observations may thus be sil11ply explained. The width of the positively magnetized central body eould correspond to the record of a longer normal chron than Brunhes or more likely to tvvo successive normal chron (for example, Brunhes and Jaramillo) but without the negative recore! belween them. At this time, a ridge jUl11p would had occurred ane! th en the corresponding negative area woulcl be expected to an other ITR. In a continuous accretion pro cess of the seanoor, the ionvard l110deling does not support any merging of Brunhes ane! Jaramillo whieh broadens the wie!th of Brunhes at the level 0 A 111-1 (see Figures Alg and Alh).
3. Dive observations show that exposures of serpentinized peridotites ane! gabbros lm'gely pree!ominate on the axial valley flanks of the ITR, so they are the main eane!idates for the origin of the magnetic anomalies. In hole 735B, gabbros must contribute to the magnetic anomalies with average stable remanent magnetization up to 1-2 A
111-
1 [Pm'iso and Johnson, 1993] . Alteree! gabbros have been observee! as carriers of vely stable remanence [Dunlop and Prevot, 1982] . Highly magnetizee! serpentinizee! perie!otites, up to 11.5 A 111-1 [Fox and Opdyke, 1973] or 20 A m -1 [Dunlop and Prevot, 1982] previously reported f:i-om different regions of the Atlantic Ocean, can potentially represent a source of magnetic anomalies. In hole 504B, between 1 ane! 2 km depth, Iwo kinds of e!elayed secondary magnetization appear to have been acquiree! by the sheeted dike complex at 300-400°C in rv2.5 Myr with a strong probability of recording several polarities [Hall and Muzzatti, 1999] . Opinions remain divie!ee! about the contribution of these deep layers on lineated magnetic anomalies. SOl11e authors think that serpentinization is a complex and irregular process and even if the measured sa111ples carry NRM comparable to the NRM of altered basalts, they are not rcliable candidates for preserving the magnetic signal [Nazarova, 1994; Lienert and Wàsilewski, 1979] . Other authors [Tivey and Tucholke, 1998 ], studying the differential deeay of the anomalies between the center, the ene!s ancl the corners of a segment, have shown that, off axis, the contribution of serpentinized rocks is unavoidable. At 20-24°N, on the MAR, during some amagmatic phases of spreae!ing, high magnetization values were associated with detachment faults outcropping gabbros and peridotites Arkalli-Hallled, 1998; PI/rucker al/d Dylllenl, 2000] .
[17] During serpentinization, magnetite grains are prodllced. The high susceptibility of serpentinized peridotites producing an inducedllla?ne~ization of the saille magnitude as the remanent magnettzatlOn [Fox alld OpcMoe, 1973; Pariso et al., 1996] could also provide some partial exp lanation for the magnetic observations in the St. Paul area. We suggest another process: as the serpentinization of sotne equatorial Atlantic peridotites involves low temperature hydration from 200°C to 30°C to fortn magnetite [Ballatti et al., 1984] a thermochemical or a chemical remanent magnetization may be acquired with the help of pro cesses associated to the spreading. This could take place by detachment faults, close to the accretion axis [Lagabrielle et a/., 1998; Tucha/ke and Lin, 1994; Tuchalke et al., 1998] and by vertical tectonics at some distance from the axis.
[18] The thermal state of the first hundred meters of the oceanic noor generated at slow spreading ridges is unknown and not yet modeled. Consequently, we assume that serpentinization depends essentially on water penetration, which is triggered by tectonic strains. If the observed magnetization arase from an acquisition process during the serpentiriizatian, then the magnetization would not only be coupled with the emplacement of the seanoor, as it is for the extrusives, but would depend on its hydration bislory during and after its emplacement. Close to the axis, incipient serpentization oecurs at the depth of the fragile-ductile boundaty. This serpentinization, favored by water penetration during each teetonic event, will progress upward and laterally until the tectonic activity vanishes and the cracks seal. So, at each phase of serpentinization, a new magnetization is added to the previous one. If a reversai of the magnetic field occurs, the new polarity would overprint a new magnetization on an aIder one. Then, at a distance from the center of the rift valley, where tectonic deforl11ation vanishes, seawater penetration is reduced and serpentinization will progressively stop and the initial magnetization will be preserved. Active tee tonie deforl11ation may occur at a distance of 15-20 km From the axis, as it was shown in the south of Atlantis FZ at 29°N [Escartfn et al., 1999] . This distance is compatible to the half of the width of the positively magnetized area, observed here ( rv 35!2 = 17.5 km, Figure 4d , as mentioned above). As an illustration, we observe the normally magnetized structure (the area of drec\ge site during PRIMAR eruise) lying on reversely magnetized sea1100r near the western limit of the direct-inverse magnetized zone (X = 30 km, Y = 12.5 km, Figure 4d ). The positively magnetized top of the structure could result of the serpentinization of an initially negatively magnetized area, favored by tectonic uplift. The negatively magnetized surroundings would represent the relics of previous magnetization.
[19] A variation of this scenario could be based on the amount of the induced magnetization in the serpentinites instead of the chemical remanent magnetization. The abnormal extension of the positively magnetized area coulc\ be the rcsu\{ of an overprint of a slrong inc1uced l1lagnetizalion on previously already revel'sec\ magnetizec\ rocks. Such a masking erfect has been proposed at 29°N in the Atlantic, for the l1lagnetic anomal ies marking the second orcier discontinuity traces, which disappear after (he MatuyamaGauss bOlll1dary [Pari.l'o el al., 1996] . In the St. Paul area the masking effect woulcl be strong enough to recluce the size of the weakly negative magnetizecl area, but the more negatively magnetized area wou Id nevertheless keep its polarity.
[20] As a resllit of this, serpentinites contribution hypothesis (0 magnetization, we infer that a blurring effect on the magnetic anomalies limits may be expected in the serpentinites rich seanoor area. So, for the stuclied [TR, the merging of Brunhes and Jaral1lillo, if it occurs, is itself unexpected with respect of the c1assical them'y of seafloor spreading (compare Appendix A "methoc\ efficiency" ancl Figures AH ancl Alh). This kind of recording anomaly is the subject that we have emphasized.
Conclusion
[21] The present study shows tbat magnetic anomalies can be detected along short accreting ridge segments of the Equatorial region. The fTR represents a short spreacling ridge segment. The features of a centered Vine-and-Mattbews-like magnetic anomaly suggest a relay zone. Moreover, the presence of two deep basins in the north and south of the studied segment recalls noclal basin morphology, which do es not agree with the 3-D modeling of a pull-apart example [Katzman et al., 1995] .
[22] In a more magmatically active ridge, such as the MAR at 25°30' _27°[ O'N, the crustal magnetization is mainly due to the axially extruded lavas. However, off-axis, the magnetization of the lower crust and/or upper mantle transition, possibly due to serpentinization, couId become the important source of the magnetic anomalies [Tiv~)i and Tucha /ke, 1998 ]. [n this study, we show that a VineMatthews-type magnetic anomaly is present in a starved ridge context. We suggest that this central magnetic an0111-aly probably has its origins in the serpentinized peridotites through a chemical or thennochemical process that is not synchronized with their emplacement, but rather depends on the extent of water penetration linked to tectonic activity along boundary normal faults. While clelayed magnetization was previously described in vertical sections of ODP cores [Hal! and Muzzatti, 1999] , the excess of the positively l11agnetized area 011 the eastern ITR of the St. Paul would be the first observation of a delayed magnetization made on a horizontal scale. If this assumption is retained, this phenomenon could act elsewhere, as a blurring parameter for the Vine-Matthews anomalies where serpentinized peridotites are present in a thin crust context. If the hypothesis of a strong induced magnetization was at the origin of our observations, the consequences will not be preserved over a change of magnetic polarity. The hypothesis of the oscillatoly spreading is attractive, but yet remains highly speculative. Nevertheless, this could be testec\ in the future with a simple check on the two other short ITRs. The same magnetic patterns than that of the stuc\ied ITR will support the concept of delayed magnetization in a magmatically starved context, inversely, c\ifferent but always anomalous 
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where D is the le row ancl one column c1ata matrix, or the data vector (magnetic anomaly), M is the 1 row and one eolul1ln magnetization matrix or the magnetization veetor, and C is the le row and 1 column, the "data loernel" [1I1enlee, 1984] , also-callecl the Tahvani coefficient matrix and" x" means the matrix multiplication.
[25] G is calculated for aIl the .1 cells and the i pO,ints, using the magne tic field parameters, given by the IGRF model (Table la) . In order to obtain the matrix M, knowing D and C, when the problem of inversion is underdetermined (i.e., if le < ! ), it is necessary to add some a priori inf01111ation, such as a distribution law for the data d and the unknown values 171. If a simple Gaussianlaw is assumed for the data and the unknown values, the matrix M is given by the following formula [Menke, 1984] :
CT is the transpose of C, Cov M is the covariance of the magnetizations dislribulion, and Cov D is the covariance of the data distribution. Mo is the a priori matrix of magnetizations distribution, known by its mean value and its standard c1eviation. Equation (A2) is ca lied the "generalized in verse. " [26] Bere the following are assumecl:
1. Mo = 1110 X 1, where 1 is the identity matrix and 1110 = 0 is the mean magnetization since the anomalies are balancecl. Since each magnetization 111) and each c1ata Di is indepenclent from each other, the a priori models of magnetization and c1ata are uncorrelated, and their covariances are recluced to variances such as 2. The standard deviation (Jill = ±10 A m -1 is a classical interval of magnetization values, often found for midoceanic ridge floor [Hall and Muzzatti, 1999; Sempéré et al., 1990] .
3. The standard deviation of the crossover point discrepancies is (Jd = 6.1 nT.
[27] Since aIl the members of equations (Al) and (A2) are known, M can be computed. The synthetic magnetic field is aclded with a Gaussian nois~ (see text for the fe~tures of. the noise). The ma~netized bodies fit the topography of the St. Paul FZ study area. The slze of each paralleleplped cellls of l x l x 0.5 km . Scale color l, lower. Cf) Distribution of computed magnetization as the result of inversion of the noisy synthetic data (see text for the a priori of the inversion method). Scale color 2, lower. (g) The profile along the green line AB in Figure Ale shows that the width of the negative anomaly is 24 km and corresponds exactly to the width of the Brunhes are a given by the kinematic mode!. The negative anomaly is slightly shifted eastward. (h) Profile along the green line AB in Figure Alf shows the theoretical distribution ofmagnetization (dottedline) and the distribution ofmagnetization as the result of the inversion ofthe synthetic noisy data (solid line). The both curves indicate 24 km for the width of the Brunhes area. The Jaramillo events are too narrow to pro duce positive anomalies at the sea leve!. In these conditions, the 3-D moclel does 110t support any coalescent effect between Brunhes and Jaral11illo. Olduvai events pro duce well-clefined positive anomalies. magnetization mean is +0.8 A m-I and its SD is 3.6 A m-I . Aner this correction the data mean is obviously almost 0 (1.8 x 10-5 ), its SD is smaller (53 nT), the magnetization mean is -0.3 A m-I , and its SD is 3.3 A m-I . These values illustrate that in this case, a shift, which makes the magnetic anomaly data slightly more positive, produces morc negative equivalent magnetizations. Since the "absolute" zero line of the data is unknown (the potential is defined except for a constant), some uncertainty remains \vith the magnetization. Nevertheless, the magnetization contrasts are preserved in any case (sec below the forward synthetic models) and the balancing of anomalies produces magnetization limits which fit fairly weil the magnelization contrasts. Moreover, it is easier to compare real magnetic data statistically balanced with the forward synthetic models which do not display any offset of the zero line. [[ is for these lwo independent reasons that a regional gradient is systematically removed. The lasl slep is Cl more realistic simulation. With the true bathymetry of the studied area, magnetized blocks of alternatively -JO and + 1 0 A m -1 were juxtaposed according to the geomagnetic polarity timescale (OPTS) [Cande and Kent, 1995] , and the NUVEL-1 opening rate [DeMets el al., 1990] . The magnetized blocks are centerecl on the axial valley (X = 40 km) and cxtend northward from Y = 13 to 25 km. \Vith the used size of elementary cells in the computation (1 x 1 x 0.5 km 3 ), the width of the magnetized bodies are corrected to the nearest whole number, so the width of the Brunhes area is 24 km, .laramillo area is 1 km, and Olduvai area is 3 km. The chron C2r.1 n [Cande and Kent, 1995] The effect of Mo as a starting value is to reduce the discrepancies between the expected values and the "true" values as 1110 distribution comes close to the departure value distribution (equation (Al)). Nevertheless, the limits of the magnetic contrasts are always weil respected. These considerations enable the introduction of the annihilator concept: theoretically, the problem of nonuniqueness is solved by the minimization of the vector length representing the solution with the a priori data and unknowns distribution features. So the annihilator is not as useful as in the methods based on the Fourier transforms [Parker and Huestis, 1974] . Nevertheless, equation ( 
with R = Cg x C and I the identity matrix.
[33] R (called the model resolution matrix) never equals the identity matrix in an underdetel1uinecl problem [lv [enke, 1984] , so in order to obtain something like the annihilator, equation (A3) may be used in a reduced fOrLU since D = 0 (annihilator definition). For each a priori distribution Mo, the "pseudo-annihilator" is M = {I -R} x Mo. Here, in practical application of the theOlY, the annihilator is not useful since the means of the a priori models of data and magnetization are zero.
[34] ln the synthe tic cases shown here, there is a real discrepancy belween "real data" distribution and the theory assumptions; nevertheless, the resulls show the robuslness of the generalizee! inverse method.
A4. Edgc l~rrccls
[35] The inversion system usee! here introcluccs insignif:-ican! eclge effeels sinee the bathymetric survey lat'gely overlaps the magnetie survey: eaeh ccii of the grid partieipates in the ealeulation ~f the moclel at.10maly even if no rnagnetie anomaly value IS attachecl to IL ln other worcls, tbis is the reason why the problem is unclercleterminecl: There are more unknowns than equations, ancl G is not a square matrix. So, the "edge effects" are rejeetecl outsicle the area of the magnetic survey and are loealizecl on the edges ofthe bathymetric survey. An eclge efTeet ought to be present only where the eclge of the bathymetric survey is close to the edge of the magnetie survey sueh as in the north of the surveyed area From km 40 to km 80 (Figure 4e) . Nevertheless, such an effect is not clearly visible in this region: where a bathymetric clatum is missing on a nocle of the grid, a nonsignifieant value is affected (as a nag), just a bit lat'ger them the maximum bathymetric value. ln this region, tbe nonsignifieant values are fair/y close to tbe true bathymetty, and therefore the edge eEfeet is low.
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